Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Following the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012 \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\], the measurement of its couplings to the other standard model (SM) particles has become one of the main goals of the LHC programme. In this respect double Higgs production provides a unique handle, in particular since it allows the extraction of the trilinear Higgs self-coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$. In addition to constraining $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$, in the vector-boson fusion (VBF) channel double Higgs production also probes the strength of the Higgs non-linear interactions with vector bosons at high energies. This process can thus help establish the nature of the Higgs boson, whether it is a composite or elementary state or whether or not it emerges as a Nambu--Goldstone boson (NGB) of some new dynamics at the TeV scale \[[@CR3]--[@CR5]\].

Many scenarios of new physics beyond the SM (BSM) generically predict enhanced cross sections for Higgs pair production with or without the resonant production of new intermediate states; see for example Refs. \[[@CR6]--[@CR20]\]. For this reason, searches for Higgs pair production at the LHC by ATLAS and CMS have already started at 8 TeV \[[@CR21]--[@CR25]\] and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$13\,$$\end{document}$TeV \[[@CR26]--[@CR29]\], and will continue during Runs II and III, as well as at the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) upgrade with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$3\,\text {ab}^{-1}$$\end{document}$ of integrated luminosity. On the other hand, in the SM the small production rates make a measurement of Higgs pair production extremely challenging even at the HL-LHC, and the ultimate accuracy could only be achieved at a future $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$100\,$$\end{document}$TeV hadron collider \[[@CR17], [@CR30]--[@CR34]\].

Similarly to single Higgs production, the dominant mechanism for Higgs pair production is the gluon-fusion mode \[[@CR35]\]. This channel has been extensively studied in the literature and several final states have been considered, including $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b\bar{b}b\bar{b}$$\end{document}$ (for a list of feasibility studies, see for example Refs. \[[@CR17], [@CR30], [@CR36]--[@CR43]\]). Working in the infinite top mass approximation, the gluon-fusion di-Higgs production cross section was calculated at NLO in \[[@CR44]\] and NNLO in \[[@CR45]\]. The resummation of soft-gluon emissions was performed at NNLL in \[[@CR46], [@CR47]\]. Beyond the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_t\rightarrow \infty $$\end{document}$ limit, the impact of top-quark mass effects on NLO QCD corrections was first determined in \[[@CR48]\] through a reweighting technique based on an approximate two-loop matrix element and by \[[@CR49], [@CR50]\] in a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1/m_t$$\end{document}$ expansion. Recently, the full NLO calculation was performed by \[[@CR51]\]. Matching the fixed order computations to a parton shower was done at LO in \[[@CR52]\] and at NLO in \[[@CR53]\].

Recent studies indicate that Higgs pair production in gluon fusion at the HL-LHC will allow the extraction of the Higgs self-coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathscr {O}(1)$$\end{document}$ accuracy, with details varying with the analysis and the specific final state; see Refs. \[[@CR54]--[@CR58]\] for the latest ATLAS and CMS estimates, as well as \[[@CR17], [@CR30], [@CR38], [@CR59], [@CR60]\].

Higgs pairs can also be produced in the VBF channel \[[@CR3], [@CR4], [@CR61]--[@CR64]\] where a soft emission of two vector bosons from the incoming protons is followed by the hard $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$VV \rightarrow hh$$\end{document}$ scattering, with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$V=W,Z$$\end{document}$. In the SM, the VBF inclusive cross section at 14 TeV is around 2 fb -- more than one order of magnitude smaller than in gluon fusion. QCD corrections give a 10% increase and have been computed at NLO in Refs. \[[@CR53], [@CR65]\] and at NNLO in Ref. \[[@CR63]\]. Production in association with *W* or *Z* bosons, known as the Higgsstrahlung process \[[@CR65]--[@CR67]\], or with top quark pairs \[[@CR68]\], exhibit even smaller cross sections.

Despite its small rate, Higgs pair production via VBF is quite interesting since even small modifications of the SM couplings can induce a striking increase of the cross section as a function of the di-Higgs mass. Specific models leading to this behaviour are, for instance, those where the Higgs is a composite pseudo-NGB (pNGB) of new strong dynamics at the TeV scale \[[@CR69]\]. In these theories, the Higgs anomalous couplings imply a growth of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$VV\rightarrow hh$$\end{document}$ cross section with the partonic centre-of-mass energy, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{\sigma } \propto \hat{s}/f^4$$\end{document}$, where *f* is the pNGB decay constant \[[@CR3]\]. This enhanced sensitivity to the underlying strength of the Higgs interactions makes double Higgs production via VBF a key process to test the nature of the electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics and to constrain the *hhVV* quartic coupling. A first study of double Higgs production via VBF at the LHC was performed in Ref. \[[@CR4]\], for a mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{h}=180\,$$\end{document}$GeV, by focusing on the 4*W* final state. Following the discovery of the Higgs boson, more studies of the *hhjj* process at the LHC were presented in Refs. \[[@CR61], [@CR62], [@CR64], [@CR70]\].

In this work, we revisit the feasibility of VBF Higgs pair production at the LHC and focus on the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$hh\rightarrow b\bar{b}b\bar{b}$$\end{document}$ final state. While this final state benefits from increased signal yields due to the large branching fraction of Higgs bosons to bottom quarks, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathrm{BR}(H\rightarrow b\bar{b})=0.582$$\end{document}$ in the SM \[[@CR35]\], it also suffers from overwhelming large QCD multijet backgrounds. In this respect, the remarkable VBF topology, characterized by two forward jets well separated in rapidity and with a large invariant mass, together with a reduced hadronic activity in the central region, provides an essential handle to disentangle signal events from the QCD background. Additionally, the di-Higgs system will acquire a substantial boost in the presence of BSM dynamics. It is thus advantageous to resort to jet-substructure techniques \[[@CR71]\] in order to fully exploit the high-energy limit and optimize the signal significance.

We will thus focus on the kinematic region where the invariant mass of the Higgs pair, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$, is large because modifications of the couplings between the Higgs and vector bosons cause the tail of this distribution to become harder in the signal whereas the background is not modified. Therefore, this region exhibits the highest sensitivity to the modified Higgs couplings and in particular to the deviations in the *hhVV* quartic coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{2V}$$\end{document}$. Given that for large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ the Higgs bosons can be produced boosted, improved discrimination can be achieved using jet substructure, and to this end we use scale-invariant tagging \[[@CR10], [@CR43]\] to smoothly combine the resolved, intermediate and boosted topologies.

Our analysis takes into account all the main reducible and irreducible backgrounds: QCD multijet production, Higgs production via gluon fusion (where additional radiation can mimic the VBF topology), and top-quark pair production. We pay special attention to the role of light and charm jets being misidentified as *b*-jets which can contribute sizeably to the total background yield. For instance, in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$gg\rightarrow hh\rightarrow b\bar{b}b\bar{b}$$\end{document}$ channel, the 2*b*2*j* background is comparable to the 4*b* component \[[@CR43]\].

We quantify the constraints on the Higgs quartic coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{2V}$$\end{document}$ that can be obtained from VBF di-Higgs production at the LHC 14 TeV with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$3000\,\text {fb}^{-1}$$\end{document}$ as well as at a future circular collider (FCC) with a centre-of-mass energy of 100 TeV and a total luminosity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10\,\text {ab}^{-1}$$\end{document}$. We find that, despite the smallness of the production cross sections, the LHC with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$300\,\text {fb}^{-1}$$\end{document}$ can already constrain the *hhVV* coupling with an accuracy of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{-37\%}^{+45\%}$$\end{document}$ around its SM value at the 1-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ level, which is further reduced to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$_{-15\%}^{+19\%}$$\end{document}$ at the HL-LHC and down to the 1% level at the FCC. Our results strongly motivate that searches for VBF Higgs pair production at the LHC should already start during Run II.

The structure of this paper is as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} we present the general parametrization of the Higgs couplings which we adopt and review its impact on VBF Higgs pair production. Then in Sect. [3](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}, we discuss the analysis strategy used to disentangle the signal from the background events in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b\bar{b}b\bar{b}$$\end{document}$ final state. Our main results are presented in Sect. [4](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}, where we quantify the potential of the VBF di-Higgs process to measure the *hhVV* coupling at various colliders and discuss the validity of the effective field theory expansion. Finally in Sect. [5](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}, we conclude and discuss how our analysis strategy could be applied to related processes. Technical details are collected in three appendices which describe the Monte Carlo event generation of signal and background events (Appendix A), the fits to the tail of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ distribution for backgrounds (Appendix B), and the validation studies of the QCD multijet event generation (Appendix C).Fig. 1Tree-level Feynman diagrams contributing to Higgs pair production via VBF. In terms of Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), the *left*, *middle*, and *right diagrams* scale with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Higgs pair production via vector-boson fusion at hadron colliders {#Sec2}
=================================================================

We begin by reviewing the theoretical framework for Higgs pair production via vector-boson fusion in hadronic collisions. First, we introduce a general parametrization of the Higgs couplings in the effective field theory (EFT) framework. Then we consider the values that these couplings take in specific models. Finally, we briefly discuss the validity of the EFT approximation and the possible contribution of heavy resonances to this process.

General parametrization of Higgs couplings {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------

Following Ref. \[[@CR4]\], we introduce a general parametrization of the couplings of a light Higgs-like scalar *h* to the SM vector bosons and fermions. At energies much lower than the mass scale of any new resonance, the theory is described by an effective Lagrangian obtained by making a derivative expansion. Under the request of custodial symmetry the three NGBs associated with electroweak symmetry breaking parametrize the coset *SO*(4) / *SO*(3). They can be fitted into a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_h=125$$\end{document}$ GeV \[[@CR72]\].

As the notation in Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) indicates, the coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_4$$\end{document}$ instead modify the Higgs coupling to fermions and quartic self interaction. Thus, they do not affect the double-Higgs production cross section in the VBF channel. In Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we show the tree-level Feynman diagrams, in the unitary gauge, that contribute to Higgs pair production in the vector-boson fusion channel at hadron colliders. In terms of the general parametrization of Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), the left, middle, and right diagrams scale with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the SM, a cancellation dictated by perturbative unitarity occurs between the first and second diagrams. This is best understood by describing the process as a slow emission of the vector bosons by the protons followed by their hard scattering into a pair of Higgs bosons \[[@CR73]\]. For generic values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Models {#Sec4}
------

The Lagrangian of Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), with arbitrary values of the coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Composite Higgs theories are another example where the electroweak symmetry is realized linearly in the UV, though in this case non-linearities in the Higgs interactions can be large and are controlled by the ratio $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Another interesting case is the scenario where the Higgs-like boson is not part of a doublet, and in fact does not play any role in the electroweak symmetry breaking mechanism, known as the light dilaton scenario \[[@CR83]--[@CR88]\]. In this model, invariance under dilatations implies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_V$$\end{document}$ can also provide information on the coset structure in the case of a composite NGB Higgs \[[@CR5]\].Fig. 2Schematic representation of the analysis strategy adopted in this work

A large variety of BSM scenarios also exists where the Higgs trilinear coupling receives large modifications while the value of the other couplings are close to the SM prediction. Higgs portal models fall in this class; see for example the discussion in \[[@CR17], [@CR36]\] and also \[[@CR89], [@CR90]\]. However, since our analysis is not sensitive to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In the following, we will take as a representative benchmark scenario a model with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Validity range of the effective theory {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------

As discussed above and shown by Eq. ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}), the amplitude of the partonic scattering $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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While we do not include the effect of such resonances in this work, we will report the sensitivity on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Analysis strategy {#Sec6}
=================

In this section we present our analysis of double Higgs production via VBF. First, we discuss how signal and background events are reconstructed and classified. This includes a description of the jet reconstruction techniques adopted, the *b*-tagging strategy, and the event categorization in terms of jet substructure. Then we illustrate the various selection cuts imposed to maximize the signal significance, in particular the VBF cuts, as well as the method used to identify the Higgs boson candidates. Finally, we present the signal and background event rates for the various steps of the analysis, and discuss how the signal cross sections are modified when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Event reconstruction and classification {#Sec7}
---------------------------------------

Signal and background events are simulated at leading order (LO) by means of matrix-element generators and then processed through a parton shower (PS). The detailed description of the event generation of signal and backgrounds can be found in Appendix A. The dominant background is given by QCD multijet production, while other backgrounds, such as top-quark pair production and Higgs pair production via gluon fusion, are much smaller. After the parton shower, events are clustered with [FastJet]{.smallcaps} v3.0.1 \[[@CR98]\] using the anti-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The resulting jets are processed through a *b*-tagging algorithm, where a jet is tagged as *b*-jet with probability $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b\bar{b}b\bar{b}$$\end{document}$ final state requires efficient *b*-tagging capabilities in both the resolved and boosted regimes as well as a good rejection of fakes. Both ATLAS and CMS have presented recent studies of their capabilities in terms of *b*-tagging and light-jet fake rejection for both topologies; see Refs. \[[@CR100]--[@CR104]\] and the references therein. In the present study, we have considered two representative *b*-tagging working points:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&\text {WP1}:\; \varepsilon (b\text {-tag})=0.75, \quad \varepsilon (c\text {-mistag}) = 0.1, \nonumber \\&\qquad \varepsilon (q,g\text {-mistag}) = 0.01, \nonumber \\&\text {WP2}:\; \varepsilon (b\text {-tag})=0.8, \quad \varepsilon (c\text {-mistag}) = 0.05, \nonumber \\&\qquad \varepsilon (q,g\text {-mistag}) = 0.005. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The first point is consistent with the current performance of ATLAS and CMS, and is the one adopted as baseline in this paper. The second working point is more optimistic and is intended to assess how much one could gain with a more efficient *b*-tagger. As our results will show (see Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"}), using WP2 leads to a marginal improvement in our analysis. For simplicity, we applied the efficiencies in Eq. ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}) to a jet based on its constituents. This is sufficient for the purpose of the current analysis, which is namely to demonstrate the sensitivity of double Higgs production via VBF to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Subsequently to *b*-tagging, events are classified through a scale-invariant tagging procedure \[[@CR10], [@CR43]\]. This step is crucial to efficiently reconstruct the Higgs boson candidates and suppress the otherwise overwhelming QCD backgrounds while at the same time taking into account all the relevant final-state topologies. The basic idea of this method is to robustly merge three event topologies -- *boosted, intermediate* and *resolved* -- into a common analysis. This is particularly relevant for our study, since, as discussed in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, the degree of boost of the di-Higgs system strongly depends on the deviations of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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This scale-invariant tagging strategy is schematically represented in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. First of all, the *b*-tagged jets are ordered in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$y_\mathrm{cut} = 0.09$$\end{document}$ as in the original BDRS study. To determine if a given jet arises from the decay of a massive object, the last step of the clustering for jet *j* is undone, giving two subjets $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta R_{j_1,j_2}$$\end{document}$ is the angular separation between the two subjets, *j* is tagged as a jet with a mass drop. Else, the procedure is applied recursively to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Jets are mass-drop tagged only if they satisfy the following additional requirement: at least two *b*-quarks must be contained within the jet, each of which with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta R_{bb}\ge 0.1$$\end{document}$. The request of a second *b*-quark completes our *b*-tagging algorithm in the case of boosted jets. Other more sophisticated approaches to *b*-tagging could have been considered -- e.g., using ghost-association between large-*R* MD-tagged jets and small-*R* *b*-tagged jets \[[@CR23], [@CR43]\], or accounting for an efficiency which depends on the jet $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_T$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR107]\]. The approach followed here is at the same time simple yet realistic enough for a first feasibility study with the caveat that a more complete analysis should treat *b*-tagging more in line with the actual performance of the ATLAS and CMS detectors (and in particular it should include a full detector simulation).

The use of the BDRS mass-drop tagger allows us to classify a given signal or background event under one of the three categories: boosted, if two mass-drop tags are present; intermediate, for an event with a single mass-drop tag; and resolved, if the event has no mass-drop tags. In the resolved category, events are only retained if they contain at least four *b*-tagged jets, while at least two *b*-tagged jets, in addition to the MD-tagged jet, are required in the intermediate one. By construction, this classification is exclusive, i.e., each event is unambiguously assigned to one of the three categories. This exclusivity allows the consistent combination of the signal significance from the three separate categories.

Following the event categorization, acceptance cuts to match detector coverage are applied to signal and background events. These cuts are listed in the upper part of Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, and have been separately optimized for the LHC $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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VBF selection cuts {#Sec8}
------------------

Subsequently to the acceptance cuts, we impose a set of selection cuts tailored to the VBF topology which is characterized by two forward and very energetic jets with little hadronic activity between them. In particular, we cut on the rapidity separation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the rapidity separation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{jj}$$\end{document}$ of the VBF tagging jets at 14 and 100 TeV after the acceptance cuts. In each case, we show the results for the signal (SM and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{2V}=0.8$$\end{document}$ benchmark) and for the total background. The signal distributions exhibit the distinctive VBF topology, with two VBF tagging jets widely separated in rapidity and with a large invariant mass. This is in contrast with the backgrounds where both the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{2V}=0.8$$\end{document}$) and background events after the acceptance cuts The *vertical line* indicates the value of the corresponding cut from Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. The distributions have been area-normalized and rescaled by a common factor

Based on the distributions of Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} we identified appropriate values of the VBF cuts, listed in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and represented in each panel by a vertical dash-dotted line. It is important to tailor these cuts to the specific centre-of-mass energy, 14 and 100 TeV, to avoid losing a substantial fraction of the signal events. One should also take into account that the large rapidity separation between the VBF tagging jets in signal events results from jets pairs with a large invariant mass, given that these two variables are strongly correlated \[[@CR4]\]. This large separation in rapidity is especially useful in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b\bar{b}b\bar{b}$$\end{document}$ final state to trigger on signal events, providing a significant improvement compared to the same final state produced in gluon fusion where triggering issues are more severe \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\].

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} clearly highlights that in order to maximize the acceptance of events with VBF topology -- the detectors must have a good coverage of the forward region. This issue is particularly relevant at 100 TeV as illustrated in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} which shows the pseudo-rapidity distribution of the most forward light jet. At 100 TeV, this peaks at around 5, so a detector instrumented only up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\eta _j^\mathrm{max}|$$\end{document}$ of the most forward light jet at 14 and 100 TeV. Both curves have a discontinuity at the edge of the corresponding b-tagging region which is delineated by the *solid* (*dashed*) *grey* *vertical lines* in the case of 14 (100) TeV. This discontinuity is more clearly visible in the 100 TeV curve and is purely due to combinatorics

Turning to the transverse momentum of the light jets, Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_T$$\end{document}$ of the leading, subleading, and third light jet at 14 TeV (*left panel*) and 100 TeV (*right panel*) for the SM signal. Distributions are area-normalized as in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Distribution of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_T$$\end{document}$ of the third light jet at 14 TeV (*left panel*) and 100 TeV (*right panel*) for the SM signal and the total background, including only events where this jet lies within the pseudo-rapidity region between the VBF jets. The *vertical line* indicates the CJV cut

As mentioned above, another characteristic feature of VBF production is a reduced hadronic activity in the central region between the two VBF tagging jets. This follows because the latter are not colour-connected since the production of the central system only involves electroweak bosons. For this reason, a CJV cut is commonly imposed in VBF analyzes. This cut vetoes light jets, with pseudo-rapidity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The effect of the CJV is illustrated in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} where we show the distribution of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{T_{j_3}}$$\end{document}$, for the SM signal and the total background. Although the latter has a harder spectrum than the signal, imposing too stringent a veto is not advantageous. This is because the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b\bar{b}b\bar{b}$$\end{document}$ final state leads to a non-negligible amount of hadronic activity in the central region, for instance due to gluon radiation from the *b* quarks and to *b*-jet misidentification. Based on these results, in our analysis, we impose a CJV with the threshold value reported in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} and shown in the plots by the dot-dashed line.

Higgs reconstruction {#Sec9}
--------------------

The next step in our analysis is the reconstruction of the Higgs boson candidates. This is done separately for each of the three event categories. In the resolved category, starting with the six hardest *b*-jets in the event,[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} we reconstruct the first Higgs boson candidate $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_2$$\end{document}$. In the case of the intermediate and boosted categories, each of the mass-drop tagged jets is identified with a Higgs candidate. The second Higgs candidate in the intermediate category is then formed by considering the five hardest *b*-jets in the event and selecting the pair whose mass is closest to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{2V}=0.8$$\end{document}$) and background events at 14 TeV (*left*) and 100 TeV (*right*)
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After reconstructing the Higgs candidates, we require that their invariant masses, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&|m_{h_2}-m_{h_1}|~\le ~20~\mathrm{GeV}. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The mass window in Eq. ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) is centered around the mass of the first candidate rather than the nominal Higgs mass in order to make the cut robust against UE and PU effects. For the intermediate and boosted categories, the invariant mass of all Higgs candidates is required to satisfy Eq. ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}). The cuts of Eqs. ([15](#Equ15){ref-type=""}) and ([16](#Equ16){ref-type=""}) are especially effective in suppressing the QCD backgrounds which have almost featureless $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ -- where deviations from the SM signal mostly appear -- unaffected.Fig. 8Invariant mass distribution of the di-Higgs system at 14 TeV (*left*) and 100 TeV (*right*) after all analysis cuts, for the signal (SM and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{2V}=0.8$$\end{document}$) and the total background at 14 and 100 TeV. In each case, we show both the sum of the three event categories and the individual contributions from resolved and boosted events. The intermediate category, which contributes very little in all cases, is not shown. This comparison helps illustrate the relative weight of the boosted and resolved categories. For signal events in the SM, the vast majority are classified in the resolved category as expected since in this case the boost of the di-Higgs system is small except at 100 TeV and for large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}\simeq 1.5$$\end{document}$ TeV for both colliders, although this specific value depends on the choice of the jet radius *R* \[[@CR10]\]. Unsurprisingly, background events are always dominated by the resolved topology.

Signal and background event rates {#Sec10}
---------------------------------

Now that we have presented our analysis strategy we can discuss the actual impact on the cross sections and event rates of the various steps of the cut flow. In Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} we report the cross sections at 14 and 100 TeV after acceptance, VBF, Higgs reconstruction, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} is also useful to assess the relative impact on the signal and the total background of each of the cuts imposed. In the case of the VBF cuts, we find that the background is drastically reduced, by more than one order of magnitude, at the cost of a moderate decrease of the signal cross sections. The Higgs mass window requirement is also instrumental to further suppress the backgrounds, especially the QCD multijets which are featureless in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The right panel of Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows, instead, the ratio between the VBF di-Higgs cross sections at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From Fig. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}, we also observe that the sensitivity of the signal on the Higgs trilinear coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Let us now discuss the background processes. As mentioned above and discussed in Appendix A, there are two types of processes that contribute to the final-state signature under consideration. The first type are QCD processes and in particular multijet and top-quark pair production in association with additional hard radiation. The second is Higgs pair production in the gluon--gluon fusion channel in association with additional jets, where the latter can mimic the VBF topology, as in single-Higgs production.

In the case of QCD multijet processes, it is important to account for the effects of both the 4*b* and the 2*b*2*j* backgrounds (where we label each process by its matrix-element level content; as explained in Appendix A, additional jets are generated by the parton shower). The latter process can lead to events being classified as signal when light jets are misidentified as *b*-jets or when a gluon splits into a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Concerning gluon-fusion Higgs pair production in association with additional hard jets, similarly to single-Higgs VBF production there will be certain configurations that mimic the VBF topology as emphasized, for example, in Ref. \[[@CR64]\]. In contrast to the VBF channel, however, the Higgs pair production in gluon fusion does not exhibit any enhancement in the tail of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Other backgrounds, including gluon-fusion di-Higgs production, are much smaller than QCD multijets. Note however, that the former is actually larger than the VBF signal for SM couplings with a cross section at 14 TeV of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec11}
=======

The last column of Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} indicates the cross sections for the signal and total background after imposing all analysis cuts. We observe that the background, dominated by QCD multijets, still has a much larger cross section than the signal, both in the SM and in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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From Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} we find that the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is interesting to compare these results with the experimental precision expected on the fiducial VBF di-Higgs production cross section after all analysis cuts, expressed in terms of the signal strength parameter normalized to the SM result, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The results of Tables [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} and [6](#Tab6){ref-type="table"} have been obtained by making full use of the information contained on the di-Higgs invariant mass distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Finally, in Fig. [14](#Fig14){ref-type="fig"} we show the signal significance, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ at the HL-LHC and the FCC. The results are presented for the two *b*-tagging working points defined in Eq. ([13](#Equ13){ref-type=""}). As already discussed, these have been chosen so that the first (WP1) is consistent with the current ATLAS and CMS performances, while the second (WP2) assumes an improved detector performance. One can observe that the signal significance of each individual bin is at most $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To summarize, we have demonstrated how Higgs boson pair production via VBF can be used to provide the first direct constraints on the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$100\,$$\end{document}$TeV collider would become a high-precision measurement with potentially sub-percent accuracy. We have also assessed (Fig. [13](#Fig13){ref-type="fig"}) the robustness of our strategy and the validity of the underlying EFT expansion. Our analysis clearly highlights the unique physics potential of extending current di-Higgs searches at the LHC to the vector-boson fusion channel.

Conclusions and outlook {#Sec12}
=======================

The measurement and study of Higgs pair production is one of the cornerstones of the LHC program as well as of any future hadron collider. It provides unique information on the Higgs sector and on the mechanism underlying electroweak symmetry breaking, and allows a direct test of the strength of the Higgs boson self-interactions. On the other hand, it is a challenging measurement and the low production rates require large integrated luminosities to achieve reasonable signal significances. While most studies of Higgs pair production so far have concentrated on the gluon-fusion channel which has the largest cross section, we have shown in this work how the vector-boson fusion channel can impose stringent constraints on Higgs couplings that are not directly accessible by other means, in particular on the *hhVV* quartic coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Exploiting the high signal yield of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Our results demonstrate that at the LHC with an integrated luminosity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$100\,$$\end{document}$TeV collider. Therefore, stringent constraints on this so far unknown coupling can be obtained already before the start of the HL-LHC data taking. Our analysis provides strong motivation for the ATLAS and CMS collaborations to extend their searches for Higgs pair production to the VBF channel already during Runs II and III. On the other hand, we also find that the VBF channel is clearly inferior to the gluon-fusion channel for a measurement of the Higgs self-coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}\simeq 2m_h$$\end{document}$ where QCD backgrounds overwhelm the signal even for sizeable modifications of the Higgs couplings with respect to their SM values.

There are several possible avenues for future work. On one hand, it might be interesting to study the possibility to enhance the sensitivity to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{2V}$$\end{document}$ by means of a multivariate analysis (MVA), such as those used in \[[@CR43]\], in order to dynamically determine the optimal set of selection cuts and optimize the discrimination between signal and background events. Further, it should be possible to quantify the constraints on additional EFT operators that can contribute to the di-Higgs VBF signal yield and that have not been considered in this work. Finally, a complete analysis should include a full detector simulation, especially for the reconstruction of the forward jets and of the Higgs boson candidates, and a *b*-tagging strategy able to reproduce more closely the one adopted by the LHC experiments.

Appendix A: Monte Carlo event generation {#Sec13}
========================================

In this appendix we discuss the event generation of the signal and background process used in this analysis. In each case, we discuss the programs used, the input parameters and theoretical settings, and the cross-checks that have been performed.

Signal events for Higgs pair production via VBF have been generated at leading order (LO) with MadGraph5 aMC\@NLO \[[@CR112]\] using a tailored [UFO]{.smallcaps} \[[@CR113]\] model that allows for generic values of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_{2V}$$\end{document}$ using the general parametrization of Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}).

The MadGraph5_aMC\@NLO generation of signal events uses the NNPDF2.3LO \[[@CR116]\] set with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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With this setup, we have generated signal events in the SM and for a wide range of values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Concerning the generation of the QCD background processes, their parton-level cross sections are summarized in Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}. In each case we indicate the programs used for the event generation, the number of MC events $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For QCD multijet production we have explored two complementary approaches for event generation. First of all, we used ALPGEN \[[@CR121]\] to generate a large sample of unweighted events at the matrix-element level and showered them with Pythia8. This approach, however, presents a difficulty, because the differential cross section with respect to the di-Higgs invariant mass $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To bypass this limitation, we generated 50M weighted 4*b* and 2*b*2*j* events with Sherpa v2.2 \[[@CR123]\] and then processed them with the built-in shower. The main advantage of this approach is that events with small weights are not discarded by the unweighting and, therefore, enough events with large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\gtrsim } 0.01\%$$\end{document}$ for a same-size unweighted sample), which is more than sufficient for our purposes. On the other hand, to generate a large enough number of events in a reasonable amount of CPU time we are forced to use a lower multiplicity final state, and thus we rely on the parton shower to generate the additional light partons (see Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"}). To validate this procedure, we explicitly verified that, in the region where the two approaches lead to sufficient statistics, the Sherpa calculation based on 4*b* (2*b*2*j*) matrix elements and the ALPGEN one, based on 4*b*2*j* (2*b*4*j*) matrix elements, lead to comparable results (see Appendix C). This agreement indicates that the parton shower does a reasonable job in modelling additional hard radiation in the phase-space region of interest.

The Sherpa samples in Table [9](#Tab9){ref-type="table"} have been generated using the NNPDF3.0 NNLO set \[[@CR124]\] with strong coupling $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Higgs pair production via gluon fusion is simulated at LO using MadGraph5_aMC\@NLO for loop-induced processes \[[@CR125]\]. The cross section is rescaled to match the inclusive NNLO+NNLL calculation \[[@CR47]\] yielding a *K*-factor, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Appendix B: Fitting the tail of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The background processes considered in this work (see Appendix A) exhibit a steep fall-off for large values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We found that, far from the di-Higgs production threshold, the following functional form provides a reasonable description of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To validate the fitting procedure, we show in Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"} the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ distribution of the reconstructed di-Higgs system for the total background, where each individual process has been fitted separately and then added up to construct the solid histograms. The fit results are compared to the cross sections from the Monte Carlo generation (indicated by filled circles) with their corresponding statistical uncertainty, Eq. ([B.3](#Equ25){ref-type=""}). In the lower panels of Fig. [15](#Fig15){ref-type="fig"} we show the fit residuals, defined as the difference between MC and fit divided by the statistical uncertainty in each bin. The fact that the parametrized fit agrees with the MC calculations at the 2-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ demonstrate the goodness of these fits.Fig. 15Invariant mass distribution of the di-Higgs system for the total background at 14 TeV (*left*) and 100 TeV (*right*). The histograms are obtained by summing the contributions from the separate fits to each background processes. We also show the binned MC events (*filled circles*) with their statistical uncertainty. The *lower panels* show the standardized residuals in each bin

Note that, in the case of the QCD multijet backgrounds, we exclude the first bin to ensure that the fit is not affected by artificial features in the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ distribution, the region where a functional form such as Eq. ([B.1](#Equ23){ref-type=""}) does provide an equally satisfactory description as for the rest of background processes.

Appendix C: Validation of the QCD multijet generation {#Sec15}
=====================================================

As discussed in Appendix A, the modelling of the tail of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In addition, in the case of the QCD multijet backgrounds, there are different options available for the modelling of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ distribution, in particular the multiplicity of the matrix-element calculation prior to the parton shower. Ideally, one should generate all relevant final-state partonic multiplicities and merge them to avoid double counting, either at LO \[[@CR127]--[@CR129]\] or at NLO \[[@CR130], [@CR131]\]. For the purposes of this feasibility study, however, we found it sufficient to generate LO samples using 4*b* and 2*b*2*j* matrix elements with Sherpa, with additional hard radiation provided by the parton shower. Note that our approach could introduce some double counting from gluon splittings into $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To validate the robustness of our simulation of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ distributions for the QCD multijet background, we have compared the Sherpa calculation, based on 4*b* and 2*b*2*j* matrix elements and weighted events, with the ALPGEN simulation, based on 4*b*2*j* and 2*b*4*j* matrix elements and unweighted events showered with Pythia8. In principle, ALPGEN should provide a better description of the kinematics of the VBF jets, since it is based on higher-multiplicity matrix elements but it has the drawback that populating the tail of the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{hh}$$\end{document}$ distribution in the region where both approaches lead to sufficient MC statistics, validating the use of the Sherpa for the calculation of background cross sections.Fig. 16Di-Higgs invariant mass distribution for the 4*b* background, comparing the results of ALPGEN, where unweighted events are generated with 4*b*2*j* matrix elements, with those of SHERPA, where weighted events are generated with 4*b* matrix elements, at 14 TeV (*left*) and 100 TeV (*right*)

In Fig. [16](#Fig16){ref-type="fig"} we show the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Figure [17](#Fig17){ref-type="fig"} shows a similar comparison for the invariant mass of the two VBF tagging jets, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$m_{jj}$$\end{document}$ distribution, the agreement between the ALPGEN and SHERPA calculations is also good for the entire kinematical range. On the other hand, for the transverse momentum of the leading jet the ALPGEN calculation leads to harder (softer) spectra than the SHERPA one at high (low) values of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_T$$\end{document}$ of the VBF tagging jets are relatively mild, see Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, and thus the event selection will not be affected.

The validation studies discussed in this appendix demonstrate that, for the purposes of the present analysis, our approach to event generation based on SHERPA for the simulation of the QCD multijet backgrounds is justified. On the other hand, they also highlight that future studies aiming to enhance the separation between signal and background events from shape comparisons of kinematical distributions, such as multivariate analysis \[[@CR43]\], would require an improved modelling of the QCD multijet backgrounds. This could be achieved by using merging techniques to combine QCD jet samples of different multiplicities.
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The dependence of the signal cross section on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Note that we start with the six hardest *b*-jets since gluon splitting generates additional *b*-jets. Thus, there is a non-zero probability of missing signal *b*-jets (i.e. from Higgs decays) if we only restrict ourselves to the hardest four.

In our analysis, we use 15 bins starting at 250 GeV up to 6(30)TeV for the LHC(FCC) that are uniformly spaced on a log scale. In addition, we define an overflow bin up to the relevant centre-of-mass energy.
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